RS 5
Sportback

Twin-turbo power.

The Audi RS 5 Sportback.
The Audi RS 5 Sportback is more than a sporty vehicle: experience premium functionality, comfort and dynamism.
Striking design elements promise ultimate sportiness that you can confidently bring to the road with the powerful
2.9-litre TFSI twin-turbo V6 engine and quattro all-wheel drive. Thanks to an output of 450 hp and 600 Nm of
torque, you can accelerate from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.9 seconds.

Fuel consumption combined: 9.2 l/100 km;
CO₂ emissions combined: 209 g/km.

The shape
of sportiness
Whatever your perspective, the distinctively sporty character of the Audi RS 5 Sportback fascinates at
first glance. The rear appears simultaneously robust and dynamic thanks to the RS-specific diffuser insert
positioned above the mounted spoiler lip and RS exhaust system. On request, the optional 20-inch alloy
wheels in matt bronze emphasise the vehicle’s sporty appearance.
HD Matrix LED headlights with dynamic light animation.

LED rear lights with dynamic indicatorsrear diffuser define the

The new wheel design and the widened wheel arches add

sporty impression.

exhilarating accents.

Power and precision
Swiftly sprinting with self-assurance. Thanks to quattro permanent all-wheel drive with optional sport
differential and 8-speed tiptronic with optimised gear changes and sporty tuning. Experience the standard
RS sport suspension, which helps the Audi RS 5 Sportback sit firmly on the road. For even better cornering
performance and driving stability, it is equipped with RS sport suspension plus with Dynamic Ride Control
(DRC) as standard.

RS steel brakes with red calipers. Optional RS Ceramic front
brakes with red calipers as shown.

RS Sports exhaust system, RS sports suspension Plus with
Dynamic Ride Control (DRC)
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Take pole position
Welcome to the Audi RS 5 Sportback – to the control centre of pure sportiness. Sports car feeling all along the
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line. With the optional RS design package red in fine Nappa leather with honeycomb pattern and contrasting
stitching on the sport seats as well as optional seat side trims in tango red. Here, good lateral support is just
as self-evident as excellent seating comfort. The multifunction sport leather steering wheel with RS emblem,
flattened at the bottom, combines with the RS-specific Audi virtual cockpit plus and the special RS menus on
the MMI touch display to convey pure sportiness at all times.

01. Audi virtual cockpit plus with RS mode,
MMI ® Navigation plus with MMI touch response
02. S Sport seat in fine Nappa Leather upholstery,
with honeycomb stitching.
Optional RS Design package interior in Red,
and Tango Red seat side covers as shown.
03. Decorative inlays in carbon twill

Treat yourself
Make your Audi RS 5 Sportback inspiringly unique with Audi wheels. With selected inlays,
coloured leather and customised paint finishes in a wide range of colours.

Audi Sport wheels
Standard

20”

Leather upholstery

Optional

20”

Fine Nappa leather
upholstery and trim with
honeycomb quilting

Exterior color

Audi high quality wood upper inlays

Solid
Standard

Nardo gray

Turbo blue

Metallic
Inlays in carbon twill

Optional
Glacier white metallic

Mythos black metallic

Navarra blue metallic

Sonoma green metallic

Tango red metallic

Pearl effect

Inlays in carbon twill, matt
Daytona gray pearl effect

Audi exclusive black piano lacquer inlays

Explanatory note
Model

RS 5 Sportback

1. * Empty vehicle weight includes driver (75 kg) and fuel tank 90% full, calculated in accordance with the current Regulation (EU)
1230/2012. Optional equipment may increase the car’s empty weight and drag coefficient, whereupon the possible payload and the
Engine type

V6 FSI petrol engine, bi-turbocharged

top speed will b reduced accordingly.
2. *** The specified fuel consumption and emission data have been determined

according to the measurement procedure prescribed

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder)

2,894 cm3

Max. output² in kW at rpm

450 hp / 5,700 – 6,700 rpm

Max. torque in Nm at rpm

600 Nm / 1,900 – 5,000 rpm

by law. Since 1 September, 2017, certain new vehicles are already being type-approved according to the Worldwide Harmonized
Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO 2 emissions. Starting
on 1 September, 2018, the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) will by replaced by the WLTP in stages. Owing to the more realistic
test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO2 emission measured according to the WLTP will, in many cases, be higher than those
measured according to the NEDC.
3. ** We recommended using super sulfur-free unleaded RON 95 fuel in complying with DIN EN 228. If this is not available, use regular
sulfur-free unleaded RON 91 fuel complying with DIN EN 228, power output will be slightly reduced. Unleaded RON 95 fuel with

Power transmission

Drive type

a maximum ethanol content of 10% (E10) can generally be used. Fuel consumption details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel
complying with 692/2008/ EC.

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive

4. We are currently still required by law to state the NEDC figures. In the case of new vehicles which have been type-approved according to
Transmission type

the WLTP, the NEDC figures are derived from the WLTP data. It is possible to specify the WLTP figures voluntarily in addition until such

8-speed tiptronic

time as this is required by law. In cases where the NEDC figures are specified as value ranges, these do not refer to a particular individual
vehicle and do not constitute part of the sales offering. They are intended exclusively as a means of comparison between different

Weights / capacities

vehicle types.
Empty weight

1,795 kg

Perm. Total weight

2,322 kg

5. Additional equipment and accessories (e. g. add-on parts, different tyre formats, etc.) may change the relevant vehicle parameters,
such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics,
and,RS
in conjunction
with weather and traffic conditions and individual driving style,
Audi
5 Sportback
may affect fuel consumption, electrical power Abmessungen
consumption, CO₂ emissions and the performance figures for the vehicle.
Dimensions
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Permissible roof load limit / Support load

90 kg

Dimensions in mm

RS 5 Sportback
250 km / h

Acceleration

0-100 km / h: 3.9s

Dimensions are for empty vehicle weight. Luggage capacity 465 l /1,280 l

(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and the vehicle loaded up to roof height). Turning circle approx. 11.7 m.

Audiheadroom.
RS 5 **
Sportback
* Maximum
Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width. **** Vehicle height with roof aerial.
Abmessungen
Dimensions
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Consumption

1598

1588

1866

2029

101
5*

Super Plus Sulfur-free 98 RON
1387

3

Fuel type

951

Consumption and emission values

945

Top Speed

1387

3

Mileage

951

660

according to NEDC

918

1039

1588

1866

2029

1039

4783

1

Breite Schulterraum / Shoulder width
Breite Ellbogenraum / Elbow width
Mit Dachantenne erhöht sich die Fahrzeughöhe um 12 mm /
With the roof aerial included the height of the vehicle increases by 12 mm
* maximaler Kopfraum / Maximum headroom
Angaben in Millimeter / Dimensions in millimeters

2
3

1000

2

1448
1
1385

2

2826

1598

1477
1
1414

951
660

Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

2826
4783

945

Emission class

1588
2029

12/19

5*

209 g / km

101

9.2 l / 100km

Combined CO2 emissions

918

1866

945

Combined

1598

*

7.4 l / 100km

015

Extra - urban

Audi RS 5 Sportback

Abmessungen
Dimensions

3

12.2 l / 100km

1387

Urban

1072
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